
NATALLIA VIKTAROVICH 

FRONTEND DEVELOPER 

Belarus, Minsk | +375-33-650-30-71 | nata17v@mail.ru | Telegram | LinkedIn | GitHub | Codewars 
 

  ABOUT 

I’m a qualified frontend developer with 2 years of experience, focused on JavaScript and React. I have 

participated in commercial and personal projects, enjoy solving JavaScript challenges on Codewars, 

constantly learn new technologies, and I am eager to continue growing as a developer. 

  SKILLS 

Technology and tools: JavaScript | React | Redux | Toolkit | Redux Thunk | TypeScript | HTML5 | CSS3 

| SASS | SCSS | Figma | Ant design | Bootstrap | Material UI | Styled Components | REST API | HTTP | 

AJAX | Axios | Fetch | Webpack | Git |Github | Gitlab | Jest | React Testing Library | npm | yarn | Agile | 

Scrum | Node.js | Express 

Languages: English - intermediate (B1-B2), Russian – native 

  WORK EXPERIENCE 

"Re-action online" (start-up, accelerator Skolkovo), remote                               Sept 2023 – Present 

Frontend developer 

Project: a job search application with AI elements. It’s a winner of the “Promising Projects Festival-2023» in 

St. Petersburg.  

 created React components according to design, using Figma; 

 worked with forms  and validation; 

 conducted code reviews; 

 collaborated with designers and backend developers (the entire team includes 20+ people). 

Stack:  React, Redux, Typescript, Bootstrap, Gitlab, yarn, Agile, Scrum 

"Redev", Minsk                                                                                                        Apr 2022 – Sept 2023 

Frontend developer 

 made UI/UX layouts according to the design; 

 made requests to servers (using Swagger API, YouTube API, Github API, CoinCap API); 

 asynchronous code (promise, async/await); 

 created 15+ pet-projects, for example: 

- Recipe-blog (deploy, code) - html, css, javascript  

- Coin-cap (deploy, code) - react, redux, toolkit, antd  

- Music-player (deploy, code) - react, redux, typescript, mui 

- YouTube-clone (deploy, code) - react, redux, figma  

- Github-finder (deploy, code) - react, typescript, sсcs. 

JSC "RRB-Bank", Minsk                                                                                                        2013 – 2022 

Deputy Head of credit department 

 carried out all types of credit operations; 

 created the bank's credit products. 

  EDUCATION 

"Redev" – "React/Redux", 2023 
React developer 

"Redev" – "React/Redux", 2022 
Frontend developer 

"Belarusian State Economic University" 
Finance and credit - Master's degree 

"Belarusian State Economic University" 
Banking - Bachelor's degree 
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